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A practical way to generate innovative and sustainable designs of chemical and biochemical processes is to
develop methods to generate hybrid schemes and apply them to solve specific energy intensive separation
problems. Process intensification plays a major role within the process synthesis methods where the primary
process objectives are to satisfy targeted process performance parameters including process economics and
environmental impacts. The phenomena-based technique employing a multi scale method operating at unit
operation (unit-op), functional/task and phenomena level is suited for achieving targeted process
intensification. This paper presents a detailed systematic framework to determine new, innovative and more
sustainable intensified flowsheet alternatives using combined phenomena and predefined intensified hybrid
schemes consisting of conventional techniques such as distillation, reaction, membrane etc. In these hybrid
schemes, the specified process objectives, which cannot be achieved by a single unit-op are achieved by
combining multiple unit-ops all operating at their highest efficiencies to achieve the desired separation
together with the targeted performance parameters. An overview of the key concepts and step-by-step
workflow of the phenomena-based intensification method for hybrid separation schemes is presented along
with its implementation and highlighting as well, new improved solutions of published case studies involving
chemical and biochemical processes.

1. Introduction
The trend in process design in recent years has been the development and application of integrated
processes combining reaction and separation operations in one or reduced number of units. This is motivated
by the fact that it reduces the number of equipment and plant size, improves the process efficiency and hence
better process economy. Hybrid schemes are a combination of either different separation and/or reaction
operations constituting promising design options to carry out multiple tasks more efficiently than the individual
operations. Distillation, for example, is one of the most used separation techniques in chemical process
industry and being one of the most energy intensive unit operations, it has also been used in many hybrid
schemes, such as, distillation-membrane (Stephan et al., 1995), divided wall column (Kiss et al., 2012) and
reactive distillation (Buchaly et al., 2007). Tula et al. (2017a) recently proposed a general hybrid method
based on distillation-membrane to identify the optimal hybrid scheme for any desired separation process
incorporating distillation. Methods for process intensification, being analogously a synthesis-based approach,
are classified into heuristic, mathematical programming and hybrid (Tula et al., 2017b). For the design and
utilization of specific hybrid/intensified unit-op within a process, several methods have been proposed
(Peschel et al., 2012; Siefert et al., 2012; Skiborowski et al., 2013). The design of classical/conventional unit
operations is well understood and vastly supported by computational methods, but on the other hand,
systematic generation of innovative and optimal process flowsheets including intensified/hybrid schemes is
still a challenging task. This objective can be achieved by evaluating operations at the lowest level of
aggregation i.e., phenomena level (Lutze et al., 2013), where underlying driving forces associated with tasks
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to be performed by the unit operations can be investigated to systematically generate alternative designs by
incorporating and identifying intensified/hybrid schemes. As the synthesis problem is studied at a smaller
scale, like atoms or groups of atoms combining to form many molecules, phenomena combining to form tasks
that are combined to perform the desired operations, also create opportunities to generate new and innovative
hybrid solutions for desired reaction-separation problem.
In this article, the phenomena-based synthesis approach (Babi et al., 2015) together with extensions from
Garg et al. (2018) is further extended including predefined hybrid schemes for intensified process alternatives.
The developed framework is also expanded in terms of phenomena database, search space of unit-ops,
algorithms to generate hybrid schemes, combination rules to identify basic structures translating to hybrid
schemes consisting of classical unit-ops. New and innovative hybrid schemes can also be generated using the
feasibility and combination rules in this phenomena-based framework. The framework employs a multi-scale
option where an existing process flowsheet is analysed and the phenomena representing the unit operations
of the flowsheet are identified. The identified phenomena are added to a list of other phenomena that can also
perform the same tasks in the process. They are then combined to form operations (existing, hybrid/intensified
or new-innovative) that can perform the same tasks or combination of tasks performed in original process,
thereby, providing innovative and more sustainable hybrid/intensified alternatives.

2. Overview of multi-level framework for phenomena-based process intensification
2.1 Concept of phenomena-based approach for hybrid schemes
A process flowsheet can be decomposed in three different scales (levels): unit operations scale (highest level
of aggregation), task scale and phenomena scale (lowest level of aggregation). At the lowest level, most of the
processes can be represented by 9 phenomena building blocks (PBBs): mixing (M), two phase mixing (2phM),
reaction (R), cooling (C), heating (H), phase transition (PT), phase separation (PS), phase contact (PC) and
dividing (D) (Lutze et al., 2013). Here, one or more phenomena can be combined according to a set of rules to
fulfil the objectives of any task. For example, combining mixing (M), reaction (R) and cooling (C) phenomena
leads to exothermic reaction [M(L)=R(L)=C], where L (liquid) represents the phase of reaction. These
combined phenomena are called simultaneous phenomena building blocks (SPB’s), which are further
combined to generate basic structures translating to existing, hybrid or totally new unit operations. For
example, as shown in figure 1 (a, b), considering SPBs of M=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL);
M=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL) and M=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL), with same basic structures
translating to numerous conventional (distillation column) and hybrid (divided wall distillation column) schemes
can be generated. In addition, two different basic structures can also be combined to generate further new
hybrid schemes. For example, a basic structure containing SPB: M(L)=R(L)=C SPB can be combined with any
combination of above SPB’s to form new basic structure translating to reactive distillation (figure 1c) or
reactive divided wall distillation.
Basic structure

PBB
M(VL)=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

M(VL)=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

SPB
b) Divided Wall distillation column

a) Distillation column
Reaction task
M(L)=R(L)=C

M(VL)=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

M(VL)=R=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

M(VL)=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

M(VL)=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

New basic structure

c) Combination of basic structure (Reactive distillation column)

Figure 1: Illustration of concept behind phenomena-based synthesis for hybrid schemes
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2.2 Workflow for phenomena-based synthesis intensification methodology
A systematic workflow diagram for phenomena-based synthesis intensification methodology is shown in figure
2 (adopted from Babi et al., 2015). The workflow consists of nine steps divided into 3 sections. The information
flow, methods and tools used are also shown along with the steps.

Methods and Tools

Generic Workflow

Information flow

START
Identification of task and phenomena
Unit operation to task
databse

Step 1: Identify the tasks in base case
flowsheet

Phenomena databse

Step 2: Identify the list of phenomena in
task based flowsheet

Properties database
(CAPEC etc.), AzeoPro

Step 3: Identify additional desirable task
and corresponding phenomena

Base case flowsheet
Task based flowsheet

Generation of intensified flowsheet alternatives
SPB’s calculation and
Combination rules

Phenomena based
flowsheet
Process hotspots, Pure
component and mixture
property analysis
Total list of phenomena

Step 4: Generate feasible simultaneous
phenomena building blocks (SPB’s)
Step 5: Generate task based superstructure
and check the feasibility of tasks

Basic structure database

Step 6: Identify the basic structures and
generate task based flowsheets

Basic structure to unit
operation database

Step 7: Translate the basic structures to unit
operations

ICAS-MoT, PRO/II,
ASPEN, HYSYS

Step 8: Veriifcation of intensified
alternatives

Total list of feasible SPB’s

Intensified flowsheet
alternatives
Feasible flowsheet
alternatives

Analysis and comparison
ECON, LCSoft,
SustainPro

Step 9: Analysis and comparison of
generated flowsheet alterantives

Best intensified flowsheet
alternative

END
Figure 2: Workflow diagram for phenomena-based synthesis intensification methodology
Identification of desirable task and phenomena
In step 1, the base case flowsheet, which needs to be intensified, is translated to a task-based flowsheet.
Here, each unit-op is assigned their corresponding task using database that translates unit-op to task. The
unit-ops in the base case flowsheet are replaced by a single or a multiple task to obtain the task-based
flowsheet. For example, the task performed by any reactor is reaction or by distillation, absorption etc. is
separation. Then in step 2, corresponding PBB’s involved in performing each task are identified using
phenomena database to obtain the phenomena-based flowsheet. The total number of phenomena identified
here is the initial search space, which is further expanded by identifying additional desirable task and
phenomena. In step 3, the pure component and mixture property analysis data is retrieved from any property
database to identify if there is/are any azeotrope or miscibility gap is present. After performing this analysis,
additional desirable tasks and phenomena are identified using the database for identified process hotspots,
tasks and PBB’s linked to property ratio matrices of binary mixtures. Here, a desirable task is defined as a task
that if performed has the potential to minimize or eliminate a process hot spot. These additional phenomena
are then added to the existing list of phenomena, which then corresponds to the total list of phenomena with
expanded search space.
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Generation of intensified flowsheet alternatives
After identification of final list of phenomena, in step 4, total number of possible SPB combinations are
calculated. However, not all combinations are feasible. Thus, feasible list of SPB’s is identified using
combination or connectivity rules. An example of a combination rule is that cooling (C) and heating (H)
phenomena cannot be combined to form a SPB. Then in step 5, a task-based superstructure is generated to
identify the minimum number of separation tasks that need to be performed and sequence the tasks starting
from all possible reaction tasks to separation tasks. In step 6, the basic structures are identified that are able
to perform a task, which are then listed as a feasible task with corresponding basic (SPB’s) structures. Then
using these sequence of tasks, feasible task-based flowsheets are generated. In step 7, these task-based
flowsheets are translated into process flowsheets at the unit operation scale by using database to translate
basic structures to tasks to unit-ops including predefined hybrid schemes. Here, if the basic structure and its
corresponding unit-op do not exist, then in principle, a new unit operation is generated. Further, in step 8, a
model-based analysis or detailed simulation analysis is performed to verify the feasibility of hybrid schemes for
intensified alternatives.
Analysis and comparison
In the last step i.e., step 9, detailed economic, sustainability and life cycle analysis is performed in order to
compare them with the base case and to identify the best intensified process alternative. Thus, alternatives
that show improvements in all selected performance criteria (economic as well as environmental factors) as
compared to the base case are non-tradeoff and more sustainable process flowsheet options.

3. Case study examples
The framework has been applied to solve many process synthesis problems, generating hybrid schemes for
intensified chemical and biochemical processes (see table 1). Some of the recently reported case studies are
listed in Table 1 together with brief overviews.
Table 1: Hybrid schemes identified for different chemical and biochemical processes using phenomena-based
intensification
Innovative
alternatives

Hybrid/Intensified unit-op

Reference

2

Plate-frame flow-pervaporator

Lutze, 2011

1

Integrated distillation column

Lutze, 2011

1

Reactive distillation

Lutze, 2011

4

Membrane reactor, reactive distillation

Babi et al., 2014

Production of Biodiesel

2

Membrane reactor, reactive distillation

Babi, 2014

Production of Dimethyl
carbonate

4

Divided wall column, reactive
distillation

Babi et al., 2015

Production of p-Xylene

4

Divided wall column

1

Integrated membrane-distillation

Process
Production of Isopropyl
acetate
Separation of Hydrogen
peroxide and water
Production of
Cyclohexanol
Production of Methyl
acetate

Production of Ethylene
glycol
Synthesis of Dioxolane
products
Production of Bio succinic
acid

3
3

Reactive distillation, reactive divided
wall column
Membrane bioreactor, membrane
crystallizer

Anantasarn et al.,
2016
Wisutwattana et
al., 2017
Castillo-Landero et
al., 2017
Garg et al., 2018

Production of Ethylene glycol (Wisutwattana et al., 2017) – In this case study, the base case design for the
production of ethylene glycol through ethylene oxidation and ethylene oxide hydration reactions is available in
the cited reference. The process mainly includes 2 reactors, 1 absorber and 2 distillation columns where 2
distillation columns are used to remove water and to purify ethylene glycol (98%) respectively. On performing
detailed economic, environmental and life cycle analysis, it is analysed that, the highest utility cost (59% of
total utility cost), equipment cost (42% of total equipment cost) and environmental impact (carbon footprint) is
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caused by one distillation column being used for water removal. Thus, by performing phenomena-based
intensification, intensified solution involving hybrid schemes with membrane followed by distillation is identified
(figure 3). As shown before, multiple basic structures generated from SPB’s can perform same task. Thus, in
this process, the separation task of water and ethylene glycol can be carried out by basic structures that
consists of PT(VL), PT(VV) and PT(PVL) where PT(PVL) and PT(VV) translates to membrane. Recalculating
the performance parameters using membrane, the utility consumption reduced by 45% while percent profit
increased by 34% as compared to the base case that also led to 24% reduction in carbon emission.

Figure 3: Intensified flowsheet alternative including membrane hybrid scheme for ethylene glycol production
Synthesis of Dioxolane products (Castillo-Landero et al., 2017) – In this case study, the base case
flowsheet consists of an aldolization reactor followed by three distillation columns to get pure dioxolane
products. The economic analysis and life cycle analysis showed that reboiler of second distillation column
consumes 69% of total utility cost and has highest carbon footprint. Thus, using phenomena-based
intensification, 3 intensified alternatives are generated. In alternative 1, the combination of reactor and first
separation task was considered translating to reactive distillation. In alternative 2 last two separation tasks are
combined into a single distillation column. In alternative 3, the combination of alternative 2 and 3 is considered
to get a new basic structure translating to reactive divided wall column (RDWC) as shown in figure 4. In
alternative 3, the overall utility cost reduced by 66% while carbon footprint reduced by 65%.

Acetaldehyde

2MD
+H2O

4EMD
+ H2O

Acetaldehyde

M(VL)=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=R=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M(VL)=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

Acetaldehyde

Acetaldehyde

EG, 1,2-But
EG, 1,2-But

EG, 1,2-But, H2O

2MD+H2O

4EMD + H2O

Figure 4: Base case vs hybrid scheme for best intensified alternative for synthesis of dioxolane products
Production of Bio-Succinic acid (Garg et al., 2018) – In this case study, the base case flowsheet is
generated using a superstructure optimization approach followed by detailed simulation in PRO/II to get the
base case design. The base case flowsheet includes single unit each of fermenter, centrifuge, distillation
column, absorption column, crystallizer and dryer. Further, based on economic and life cycle analysis it is
found that, the reboiler of the distillation column has the highest utility cost (73% of total utility cost) and has
high carbon footprint. The sustainability analysis indicates loss of product and raw material in open path (inout streams) containing crystallizer. These hotspots were further translated to design targets and thus by
applying phenomena-based intensification, 3 intensified alternatives with different hybrid schemes are
identified. In alternative 1, the combination of reaction task and immediate separation task i.e. removal of
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biomass is considered to obtain a new basic structure translating to hybrid scheme of membrane bioreactor. In
alternative 2, the combination of last two separation task is considered leading to a basic structure translating
to hybrid scheme of membrane crystallizer. Alternative 3 is a combination of alternative 1 and 2 (figure 5).
Overall, recalculating the performance parameters for alternative 3, the utility cost reduced by 22% while
global warming impact reduced by 23% thus a more sustainable solution as compared to the base case.

Figure 5: Hybrid scheme for best intensified alternative for production of bio succinic acid

4. Conclusions
A systematic phenomena-based methodology to generate hybrid schemes for intensified solutions has been
presented. The framework includes extended search space of unit operations in terms of predefined hybrid
schemes for intensified solutions. The application of the framework is illustrated through three case studies. It
has been shown that by evaluating the problem at the lowest level of aggregation, new and innovative
intensified solutions including hybrid schemes can be synthesized. In each case study, intensified solutions
where either the downstream separation operations are combined or the reactor plus one or more
downstream separation operations are replaced by predefined intensified hybrid schemes (reactive distillation,
divided-wall distillation, crystallization-membrane, distillation-membrane, etc.). In each case, more than 20%
savings at economic and environmental level are achieved as compared to base case and thus non-trade-off
more sustainable and innovative solutions are found.
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